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Our CORFAM Story

authorized by French Shriner & DuPont makes exciting and topical reading

One of science and chemistry's marvels of our age is the new and different material for shoe uppers with fine and happy qualities which promise greater functional comfort, longer wear and breathability. It is named Coform, made by dupont with a service-wearing standard of excellence.

French Shriner—and what a proud name in shod-fashion—for us sure CORFAM appears ahead of us on our popular list. The demand was such that they just walked out of our masse. Whereupon we planned, ordered and now, for Full and Winter, we offer a wide variety of styles and models for your pleasure.

Try our shoes! Wear them in comfort in any kind of weather. As the seasons go by, wear them low. Time affects the comfort appearance and how gratifying you feel.

'27.95 to '37.50


By Art Buchwald

"The Age of Miracles Is Forever Here!"
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Our CORFAM Story

by French Shriner & DuPont makes exciting and topical reading

One of science and chemistry's marvels of our age is the new and different material for shoe uppers, fine and happy qualities which promise greater functional comfort, longer wear and breathability. It is named Coform, made by DuPont® with a service-wearing standard of excellence.

French Shriner—and what a proud name in shod-fashion—for us sure Coform® appears ahead of us on our popular list. The demand was such that they just walked out of our store. Whereupon we planned, ordered and now, for Full and Winter, we offer a wide variety of styles and models for your pleasure.

Try our shoes! Wear them in comfort in any kind of weather. As the seasons go by, wear them low. Time affects the comfort appearance and how gratifying you feel.

'27.95 to '37.50